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 And I read that L2TP is the basis of VPN. Does it mean that they are the same? If you could give me your clarification, I would
be very grateful. A: I think that you are mis-interpreting some points in your comments. Note : Since this answer was written,

the terminology has changed a bit. PPTP is now OpenVPN, and VPN (as defined by RFC 4301) has been replaced by
OpenVPN. The point is that they both use the same protocol, PPTP. OpenVPN is a software-based VPN client and server
implementation of a virtual private network (VPN). OpenVPN is not the same as PPTP. PPTP is a protocol used in VPN

tunnels; the OpenVPN implementation uses a VPN client and server implementation of a VPN client and server. I'm not sure
what you mean by "PPTP is a protocol used in VPN tunnels". PPTP is a tunnel protocol. PPTP, PPTP+, L2TP and IPSec are all

VPN protocols. PPTP is a VPN protocol. L2TP is a tunnel protocol. IPSec is a network security protocol. PPTP is just a
protocol used in VPN tunnels; that is all it is. It is not a security protocol. PPTP was replaced by OpenVPN. It is no longer in
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use. L2TP is a tunnel protocol. IPSec is a network security protocol. L2TP is just a tunnel protocol. It is not a security protocol.
IPSec is a network security protocol. I am not sure what you mean by "the V4 protocol". What is the "V4 protocol"? I think that

you are confusing VPN with L2TP. L2TP is the tunnel protocol used in L2TP/IPsec VPNs. L2TP is a tunnel protocol used in
Layer 2 tunnels over the internet, in combination with IPsec. An L2TP/IPsec VPN is a VPN client and server implementation of
a layer 2 tunnel over the internet. If you are using a native Windows client on an AD domain, the client VPN connection will go

through the AD domain. Using a VPN client that is connected to a VPN server in an AD domain. Note that there are two
different ways to set up a VPN connection in Windows: With GPO. With GPO you set 82157476af
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